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To,
The ED - MH Asset,
ONGe, WOU,
NBP Green Heights,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai: 400 051.
Sub. : Serious complaint regarding food provided in polythene bags
to the crew members on SHP platform going to unmanned
platform every day.
Respected Sir,
We have received very 'uncomprormsing
complaint from the crew
members doing unmanned
duty on SHP platform regarding food
provided to them in polythene bags by the caterer on board. Similar
complaints we had received in past also, but, due to continuous follow
up by our union, caterer started providing food in tiffin's to the crew
members. Repeating the same complaints by our crewmembers about
the caterer M/ s D. K. Saraf is viewed very seriously.
Presently only 10 tiffin boxes are available on platform and daily at an
average 40 crew members are sent to unmanned platforms attached to
SHP, even then requirement by camp boss on board was given for 15
tiffin boxes only, which was further curtailed and only 10 tiffin boxes
are sent to SHP platform by base manager Shri. Raju Das.
The crewmember,
who are toiling day and night to Increase the
production of Oil & Gas are given such secondary treatment is highly
unwarranted and painful. In fact sufficient stock of tiffin boxes should
be available in store all the time. The present circumstances
speak of
unmindful planning and disregard in reference to manpower deployed
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For your kind information let me bring to your notice, food is cooked at
2.00 am in the night and packed at around 4.00 am in the morning.
This is consumed by crewmembers on unmanned platform at around
1.00 pm in the noon i.e. after 11 hrs. By this time the food packed in
polythene bags not only becomes very cold, most of the time gets stale.
This is mockery of safety and hygiene spoken about at various levels
and especially by EC members in our JCMs, moreover do we need to
elaborate
what environmental
practices
we are practicing. Your
esteemed authority is requested to take immediate action, sufficient
tiffin boxes should be sent to platform before we start collecting
donation for tiffin boxes at the gate of Green Height building and take to
direct action invariably closure of all canteens in office installations.
What pains us the most that, be it OIM, MM or HSE manager non of
them feel that they are also accountable and must ensure to cater to
these needs of all the officials moving out to unmanned platforms, it
becomes necessary for the Union to bring to your notice.

(Pradeep ayekar)
General Secretary
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Copy to :

1. Director (0), ONGC, Jeevan Bharati-II, New Delhi.
\~ ~2. GGM - HRO, ONGC, WOU, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
\\~!:("3. SM, MH Asset, ONGC, WOU, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
,\o:,\').pt . AM, MH Asset, ONGC, WOU, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai .
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,..l)5. LM, MH Asset, ONGC, WOU, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
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6. DGM, I/C, HR-ER, MH Asset, ONGC, Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mum.
:) I~CM llc IR, ONGC, WOU, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
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